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Patrick Collison & Progress

There can be ecosystems that are better at generating progress 

than others, perhaps by orders of magnitude. But what do they 

have in common? Just how productive can a cultural ecosystem 

be? Why did [?????] happen in [?????] rather than Japan or Boston?

https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2019/07/we-need-new-science-progress/594946/


Silicon Valley



Four Stories of Progress from Silicon Valley

Story 1: Gold, Robber Barons, and Brains



Early Ranching Map ↑↓ San Francisco’s Harbour (1860ties)

California Gold Rush

All images from Wikipedia’s California Gold Rush page

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/California_Gold_Rush


“What real riches are? 
I could spend this gold tomorrow 
and it would belong to someone 
else. 
No. I want us rich in choices, that's 
something noone can take.”



The Transcontinental Railway

Chinese workers laboring on the railroad in the Sierra Nevada



The Stanfords





Four Stories of Progress from Silicon Valley

Story 2: The Mother of All Demos





Vacuum Tube

Transistor

Microchip



SRI and the Mother of all Demos

• Stanford Research Institute
• 1946: Rubber replacement

• 1950: Electronic Check Processing

• 1953: Disneyland feasibility study

• 1966: Shakey, the robot (AI)

• “Mother of all Demos”: Computer Society's 
Conference in San Francisco, by Douglas 
Engelbart on December 9, 1968

First mouse by Bill English

Shakey, 

the robot in 1972 

“Computing was, in those days, believed to be for arithmetic. That’s it.”

“There was this proposal called ‘Augmenting the Human Intellect’ by someone at SRI”

~ Bob Taylor, NASA (in Valley of Genius)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJDv-zdhzMY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B6rKUf9DWRI&t


A Long History of Demos



Four Stories of Progress from Silicon Valley

Story 3: Hippies to Hackers to Humanity+



• Summer of Love, San Francisco 1967

• Stewart Brand and the Whole Earth Catalog
• Lifestyle, but also software catalog

Hippies…

“As an engineer I wore a coat and tie to work every day, however, we all had our 
hippie costumes and we would go to San Francisco and pretend we were flower 
children. The ultimate posers, we were.”

~ Nolan Busnhell, Co-founder of Atari

"When I was young, there was an amazing publication called The Whole Earth 

Catalog, which was one of the bibles of my generation ... It was sort of like Google 

in paperback form, 35 years before Google came along. It was idealistic and 

overflowing with neat tools and great notions."

~Steve Jobs

Stewart Brand 



…to Hackers

• 1980ties, Hacker Culture
• Computers as Expressive

• Hackers as Powerful Nerds (Wizards)

• “Information Wants to be Free”

“It really was a gathering of the illuminati.

[ …] It was really a very inspiring kind of occasion: Hey, we are here. We can get together. We are interesting 

people!”

~ Lee Felsenstein, organizer of the Homebrew Computer Club

"A person who enjoys exploring the details of programmable 

systems and stretching their capabilities, as opposed to most 

users, who prefer to learn only the minimum necessary”

The Jargon File

Steve Wozniak (of Apple fame)

https://www.gettyimages.nl/detail/video/at-the-first-hackers-conference-in-1984-steve-wozniak-nieuwsfootage/146496695
http://jargon-file.org/archive/jargon-1.5.0.dos.txt




Four Stories of Progress from Silicon Valley

Story 4: The Most Special/Mundane Place on Earth



Late nineties map

2018 map



Nasdaq Composite stock market

Home to 76,000 millionaires and billionaires

Link to interactive map (unverified source)

https://www.siliconvalleymap.org/#about


$2,613,310



https://youtu.be/zyYI957ge4c


Sliding into Elon’s not very special DMs

https://s3.documentcloud.org/documents/23108357/redacted-version-of-exhibits-a-j-to-letter-to-the-honorable-kathaleen-st-j-mccormick-from-edward-b.pdf


“People use their real names on Facebook. […] And I think that that’s a 
really simple social solution to a possibly complex technical issue.”

More progress (?) next week

Content Cue:  Where in the world is [insert digital 
medium of your choice here]? 


